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In this study, we investigate the use and impact of IM tools in the workplace. Based on the communication performance
theories and social.

With email, when you reply you drag along the string of emails in the conversation, While it can be useful to
look back through the string, it's cumbersome when the string is attached with every single reply by every
person, and it's a huge hog of precious computer space. The problem is, there's never a day and time when
everyone is in the office. Communicating with IM provides many benefits: allows instantaneous conversation
with colleagues archived conversations that are easily referenced later ability to maintain several conversations
at once easily send messages groups less cross-cultural miscommunication for people who are working in their
second language it can often be more comfortable communicating via chat rather than in person In the modern
workforce, IM seems like a natural solution for making communication easier. In addition, IM has many
benefits over other tools i. Furthermore, given this is a self-reported survey, the true number of users doing
this may be much higher. In the face of the challenges created by an increasingly distributed workforce, more
companies have been switching to IM as the primary means of both internal and external communication. The
NHS needs to step up to enable secure use of technology to empower staff, and this needs to extend to social
care and others involved in providing multi-agency health and care. Despite the impact of frequent
communication on personal productivity, interruptions are necessary to collaborate effectively among a group
of people. How much does this type of multi-tasking reduce performance? A key driving factor of this is a
marked dissatisfaction with provided channels of communication when compared to the efficiency that
consumer IM apps offer. Two team members, Mike and Ellie, are on the job site about an hour away. In
analysing and publishing the results, our aim is twofold. That's useful when you want to remember specifics,
and it's crucial for meeting regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission when messages contain
key company information. Such misuse during working hours may lead to decreased productivity. Employees
that use IM feel less distracted and are just as productive. You have the statistics you need and look as if you
knew them all along or had them handy. Dr Alexander Graham, founding partner of healthcare strategy
consultancy AbedGraham said, "This research confirms my anecdotal suspicions that many clinical end-users
are using consumer-oriented instant messaging applications for clinical work and patient data transmission.
You have to wait for the email to arrive, and you can't assume everyone you want to chat with is just sitting
there waiting for each email. You don't need to gather everyone in the conference room, huddled around the
speaker box on the table, trying to make out what is being said through the crackling and words cutting out.
Clearly, IM is a method of communication that works well for businesses. IM and productivity The real
question is this: does IM create greater distraction than other means of communication? Various email
management techniques, such as inbox zero , have emerged to solve these problems with some even calling to
eliminate it entirely. Reaction from Digital Leaders Prior to publishing this report, we reached out to a number
of digital leaders and policy influencers in the NHS to understand how this behaviour is perceived and what
current plans are in place to tackle the issues raised. You can add personal IM chats and gaming to the
prohibited list if it becomes a problem. You should put a strict policy regarding the acceptable uses for instant
messaging in the office to curb time wastage. This was because they were able to substitute rapid IM
communication for other more disruptive forms of communication. Therefore, the amount of distraction
experienced by employees could have a potentially damaging impact on performance. Consider some of the
advantages and disadvantages of business IM in general. You should discover the effect of instant messaging
to your business before you decide on whether to install it or not. Example A project manager wants to hold a
meeting in the office to get updates from all involved in the project. Using IM in your business For companies
concerned about the impact of IM on productivity, there no evidence that it has a bigger impact than any other
communication tool. Take the companies up on their free trials and see how everyone likes their platforms.
However, it may have some negative effects as well. This study is to explore the impact of employees' usage
of IM as a communication tool on employee behavior from the perspective of "employee empowerment" with
the following purposes: 1 the IM usage with the relationship of "job satisfaction", "job performance" and
"organizational commitment" 2 the impact of the IM usage on employee empowerment 3 with the relationship
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of "IM usage" and "Empowerment", "Job Satisfaction", "Job Performance" as well as "Organizational
Commitment". Interruptions may feel less frequent to your workers if they use instant messaging, because
they may use this form of messaging to confirm whether a colleague is busy before engaging in a more intense
conversation. Stay tuned for Part 2 of this article where we give you all sorts of actionable tips for making
instant messaging work in your business. Through constantly receiving organizational ingredients with IM,
employees may feel equipped with more job related knowledge, closely connected with the organization and
authorized in decision making. Anyone could intercept postings or jump into the chat and see what's being
said. Advantage: Simple Setup Unlike a conference call, which has to be set up in advance with everyone
given a number to call and a password to enter at an appointed time, IM is there all the time, just waiting to be
clicked. To prevent this type of distraction, it is important to respect the time others and be discerning about
what needs to be communicated.


